Nanothermometry

Abstract: Nanothermometry is the study of temperature at the submicron scale with a broad range of potential applications, such as cellular studies or electronics. Molecular luminescent-based nanothermometers offer a non-contact means to record these temperatures with high spatial resolution and thermal sensitivity. A luminescent-based molecular thermometer comprised of visible-emitting \( \text{Ga}^{3+}/\text{Tb}^{3+} \) and \( \text{Ga}^{3+}/\text{Sm}^{3+} \) metallacrowns (MCs) achieved remarkable relative thermal sensitivity associated with very low temperature uncertainty of \( S = 1.9\% \text{K}^{-1} \) and \( \Delta T < 0.045 \text{ K} \), respectively, at 328 K, as an aqueous suspension of polystyrene nanobeads loaded with the corresponding MCs. To date, they are the ratiometric molecular nanothermometers offering the highest level of sensitivity in the physiologically relevant temperature range.

Nanothermometry is the analysis of the temperature of submicron systems. This domain of science offers potential applications in fields such as electronics,[15] microfluidics,[16] nanomedicine,[17] and cellular studies,[18] where minimal spatial-sized thermometers are desired. Luminescence-based thermometry correlates temperature with either emission intensity or emission lifetime changes of luminescent systems located in the studied environment. A low temperature uncertainty (\( \Delta T \)) and a high relative thermal sensitivity of measurements \( (S) \) are desirable properties.

Dual-centered ratiometric luminescent thermometry is a proven intensity-based method. In this technique, the intensity ratio \( (I) \) of two unique emitters’ emission wavelengths provides a measurement of temperature with an internal calibration.[19] Molecular luminescence thermometry approaches what is perhaps the physical limit of attainable optical spatial resolution of temperature, restrained only by the diffraction limit of the optics used for detection.[20] It is difficult to generalize the parameters related to molecular thermometers, since while a system may excel in some respects it may be lacking in others. Molecular thermometers have been created using organic fluorescence dyes or transition metal complexes or clusters.[3, 6, 8–12] However, such systems have drawbacks since they usually exhibit limited photostability that depends on the intensity and duration of the light exposure, and can suffer from fluorescence intensity changes that are not related to variations of temperature but to modifications of \( \text{pH} \), solvent viscosity or polarity, biological environment, or ionic strength. The wide emission bandwidths of organic reporters can complicate the interpretations of results in practical applications, and moreover, the luminescence lifetimes are most often used in the evaluation of temperature in such systems, with inherent drawbacks such as longer acquisition times and the requirement of rigorous post-processing data treatment as well as the inadequacy in mapping temperature gradients.[20]

Lanthanide-based nanothermometers[13] may derive their functionality from the temperature-dependent luminescence of lanthanide cations (\( \text{Ln}^{3+} \)) in their compounds. Unique \( \text{Ln}^{3+} \) photophysical properties originate from their core-like valence 4f electrons. These cations possess element-specific emission profiles with narrow bands the wavelengths of which are not affected by the experimental conditions. As most f-f transitions are forbidden, free \( \text{Ln}^{3+} \) are very weakly absorbing resulting in low emission intensity. This limitation can be overcome through sensitization by an appropriate coordination environment.[21]

While thermometers incorporating \( \text{Ln}^{3+} \) are relatively common among metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) and other solid-state compounds (e.g., inorganic nanoparticles),[25–28] examples of self-sensitized molecular-based \( \text{Ln}^{3+} \) systems with thermometric properties are very scarce. Namely, such systems include: (i) a \( \text{Eu}^{3+} \) thenoyltrifluoroacetone complex (EuTTA) embedded in a poly(ethylene glycol) network which has a
\( \delta T \) of 0.3 K \[10\] (ii) a dimeric Tb\(^{3+}\) 1,1,1-trifluoroacetylacetone with 2,2'-bipyrimidine (Tb\(_2\)(bpm)(tfac)) with an \( S_e = 5.9 \text{ K}^{-1} \) at 300 K \[10\] and (iii) a Tb\(^{3+}\)-Eu\(^{3+}\) dyad with a \( \delta T \) of 1 K (\( S_e = 1.876 \text{ K}^{-1} \)) at \( \approx 200 \text{ K} \[10\]. The EuTTA and Tb(bpm)(tfac)\(_6\) complexes possess respectable thermometric parameters, however, luminescent lifetimes were used for the determination of the relative temperatures which suffer from drawbacks such as instrumental complexity, inadequacy at mapping temperature gradients, and limited efficiency in dynamic measurements where the temperature changes are faster than the lifetime of the luminescent state of the corresponding Ln\(^{3+}\) \[11\]. The Tb\(^{3+}\)-Eu\(^{3+}\) dyad, although notable for possessing a stoichiometric Tb-Eu ratio, operates optimally at ca. 200 K, a temperature that is not suitable for biological applications such as cellular temperature mapping. Therefore, there is a need to create ratiometric luminescent molecular thermometers that would overcome existing challenges and exhibit reliable thermometric parameters in the physiological range of temperatures while operating in biological conditions.

Herein we present a novel type of ratiometric luminescent nanothermometer based on the Ga\(_3\)Ln\(_4\)(salicyldioximate),\(_{14}\) (isophthalate), metallocrown platform \([\text{MC:Ln}], \text{Figure 1}\) using a 1:1 mixture of Ga\(_2\)Tb\(_2\) and Ga\(_2\)Sm\(_2\) molecules. \[21\] These macromolecules possess an organic framework which is templated by eight diamagnetic \( \text{d}^{10} \text{Ga}^{3+} \) and two Ln\(^{3+}\). This MC scaffold can sensitize the emission of different Ln\(^{3+}\) in the visible and near-infrared (NIR) regions with remarkable luminescence intensities. We have previously demonstrated that this family of MCs has great potential for NIR cell imaging. \[21\] The luminescence properties and the temperature dependences have been studied here on 10 mg mL\(^{-1}\) aqueous suspensions of 100 nm amino-functionalized polystyrene nanobeads loaded with corresponding MCs \([\text{MC:Ln}]\text{@PS/} \text{NH\(_3\)}\). Data are presented for the nanobeads loaded with mono-lanthanide complexes, that is, \([\text{MC:Sm}]\text{@PS/} \text{NH\(_3\)}\) and \([\text{MC:Tb}]\text{@PS/} \text{NH\(_3\)}\), as well as for the 1:1 \([\text{MC:Sm}][\text{MC:Tb}]\) mixed-lanthanide compound: \([\text{MC:Sm,Tb}]\text{@PS/} \text{NH\(_3\)}\).

The excitation spectra of \([\text{MC:Tb}]\) and \([\text{MC:Sm}]\) upon monitoring the sharp emission band of the corresponding lanthanide cation \( ^{5}D_{4} \rightarrow ^{7}F_{j} \) (Tb\(^{3+}\), 545 nm) and \( ^{7}G_{5/2} \rightarrow ^{4}H_{7/2} \) (Sm\(^{3+}\), 600 nm) were collected at ambient temperature. Results were compared to the corresponding excitation spectra of the \([\text{MC:Sm,Tb}]\text{@PS/} \text{NH\(_3\)}\) upon monitoring the \( ^{5}D_{4} \rightarrow ^{7}F_{j} \) (Tb\(^{3+}\), 490 nm) and the \( ^{7}G_{5/2} \rightarrow ^{4}H_{7/2} \) (Sm\(^{3+}\), 650 nm) transitions, respectively. All excitation spectra show a series of broad bands located in the 250–370 nm wavelength range (Figure S1a,b). The high similarities between these different excitation spectra indicate that the electronic states located in the common chromophoric part of the MC scaffold in \([\text{MC:Ln}]\) are used to sensitize Tb\(^{3+}\) and Sm\(^{3+}\) via an antenna effect. \[14\]

Emission spectra of \([\text{MC:Sm}]\text{@PS/} \text{NH\(_3\)}\) and \([\text{MC:Sm,Tb}]\text{@PS/} \text{NH\(_3\)}\) collected upon 340 nm excitation at room temperature show the corresponding typical emission bands of Tb\(^{3+}\) (490 nm \( ^{5}D_{4} \rightarrow ^{7}F_{j} \), 545 nm \( ^{5}D_{4} \rightarrow ^{7}F_{j} \), 570 nm \( ^{5}D_{4} \rightarrow ^{7}F_{j} \), and 620 nm \( ^{5}D_{4} \rightarrow ^{7}F_{j} \)) and of Sm\(^{3+}\) (562 nm \( ^{7}G_{5/2} \rightarrow ^{4}H_{7/2} \), 600 nm \( ^{7}G_{5/2} \rightarrow ^{4}H_{7/2} \), 645 nm \( ^{7}G_{5/2} \rightarrow ^{4}H_{7/2} \), and 700 nm \( ^{7}G_{5/2} \rightarrow ^{4}H_{7/2} \)). Partial overlaps can be observed between the emission bands related to the \( ^{5}D_{4} \rightarrow ^{7}F_{j} \) (Tb\(^{3+}\)) and \( ^{7}G_{5/2} \rightarrow ^{4}H_{7/2} \) (Sm\(^{3+}\)) transitions, and the \( ^{5}D_{4} \rightarrow ^{7}F_{j} \) and \( ^{7}G_{5/2} \rightarrow ^{4}H_{7/2} \) transitions (Figure S2).

The study of the temperature changes through the emission intensity of \([\text{MC:Sm,Tb}]\text{@PS/} \text{NH\(_3\)}\) in the physiological range (ca. 298–328 K, 25–55 °C) was performed under 340 nm excitation (Figure 2). The integrated intensities of the emission bands related to the \( ^{5}D_{4} \rightarrow ^{7}F_{j} \) transitions of Tb\(^{3+}\) and the \( ^{7}G_{5/2} \rightarrow ^{4}H_{7/2} \) transition of Sm\(^{3+}\) were monitored (Figure 3a). The luminescence intensities collected on two Tb\(^{3+}\) transitions \( ^{5}D_{4} \rightarrow ^{7}F_{j} \) remain the same or show a slight increase from 298 K to 303 K and are followed by a significant decrease upon further heating up to 328 K. The intensity of the Sm\(^{3+}\)-based \( ^{7}G_{5/2} \rightarrow ^{4}H_{7/2} \) transition is approximately constant across the temperature range examined (Figure 3a).

The relationship between Tb\(^{3+}\) and Sm\(^{3+}\) integrated emission intensities can be used as ratio-thermometric measurements in order to evaluate the temperature of the \([\text{MC:Sm,Tb}]\text{@PS/} \text{NH\(_3\)}\) environment. We define \( \Delta I = I_{\text{Sm}}/I_{\text{Tb}} \) where \( I_{\text{Tb}} \) and \( I_{\text{Sm}} \) are the integrated intensities of Tb\(^{3+}\) and Sm\(^{3+}\) emission.

**Figure 1.** Structure of \([\text{MC:Ln}]\) from the side (left) and top (right) views. \[21\] Color code: Ga, orange; Ln, green; O, red; N, blue; C, grey. Solvents, counter cations, and hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. CCDC Identifier: FELPUK, the structure was solved for the Dy analogue.

**Figure 2.** Luminescence intensities collected on 10 mg mL\(^{-1}\) aqueous suspension of \([\text{MC:Sm,Tb}]\text{@PS/} \text{NH\(_3\)}\) upon excitation at 340 nm at temperatures ranging from 298 to 328 K. The transitions are labelled in black for Tb\(^{3+}\) and in blue for Sm\(^{3+}\).
and $I_0$ are the integrated areas of the $^{6}G_{5/2} \rightarrow ^{6}H_{9/2}$ (Sm$^{3+}$) and $^{5}D_{4} \rightarrow ^{7}F_{6}$ (Tb$^{3+}$) transitions, respectively. The temperature evolution of $\Delta_1$ from 298 K to 328 K can be fitted as a linear function is shown in Figure 3b.

From this fitting process, the relative sensitivity ($S_r$) can be estimated according to the Equation (1):

$$ S_r = \frac{\Delta_1}{\Delta_1} $$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Temperature uncertainties ($\delta T$, Figure 3c) were calculated as:

$$ \delta T = \frac{\Delta_1}{\Delta_1} $$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

in which $\delta \Delta_1$ is derived from the experimental uncertainty. This system demonstrates a $\delta T < 0.07$ K throughout the examined range and a maximum $S_r = 1.9$ % K$^{-1}$ at 328 K (Figure 3b). The thermometric behavior is similar whether using the $^{5}D_{4} \rightarrow ^{7}F_{6}$ or $^{5}D_{4} \rightarrow ^{7}F_{6}$ Tb$^{3+}$ transition (Figures S4, S5 and Table S1), however the $^{5}D_{4} \rightarrow ^{7}F_{6}$ emission is used here due to an overall lower dispersion of $\delta T$.

To evaluate the mechanisms of nanothermometer action, the luminescence lifetimes and intensities of [MC:Sm]@PS/NH$_2$, [MC:Tb]@PS/NH$_2$ and [MC:Sm,Tb]@PS/NH$_2$ were measured as a function of temperature. Since the integrated intensities of Sm$^{3+}$ bands are fairly similar when comparing the [MC:Sm]@PS/NH$_2$ and [MC:Sm,Tb]@PS/NH$_2$ (Figure 4), there is no significant energy transfer from Tb$^{3+}$ to Sm$^{3+}$, corroborated by theoretical calculations (Ln-to-Ln energy transfer section in the Supporting Information).

Experimental emission decays of Sm$^{3+}$ measured on the $^{4}G_{5/2}$ level on [MC:Sm]@PS/NH$_2$ and [MC:Sm,Tb]@PS/NH$_2$ are both best fitted with bi-exponential functions resulting in individual lifetime values that can be considered as temperature independent (Figure S6, Tables S3, S4).

The temperature dependences of integrated intensities of Tb$^{3+}$ emission bands for [MC:Tb]@PS/NH$_2$ and [MC:Sm,Tb]@PS/NH$_2$ samples are comparable, however changes are more significant for the former sample (Figure 4). There is a notable decrease in integrated emissive intensity as temperature increases. There are two distinct observed luminescence lifetimes of

---

**Figure 3.** Thermometric behavior of the 10 mg mL$^{-1}$ aqueous suspension of [MC:Sm,Tb]@PS/NH$_2$ beads upon excitation at 340 nm in the temperature range 298–328 K. (a) Temperature evolution of $I_0$ (Sm$^{3+}$, $^{6}G_{5/2} \rightarrow ^{6}H_{9/2}$, red) and $I_0$ (Tb$^{3+}$, $^{5}D_{4} \rightarrow ^{7}F_{2}$, blue) from 298 K to 328 K. (b) The experimental thermometric parameter $\Delta_1$ is given in black, while the fitted $\Delta_1$ is given by the red curve and $S_r$ is shown by the blue curve. (c) The temperature uncertainty, $\delta T$, was calculated using the thermometric parameter $\Delta_1$. (d) The temperature cycling experiment was carried out twice with an intermediary period of 3 months. The black and blue dots represent the first and second experiments, respectively, showing reversibility around 99.89% and 99.92% in 3 consecutive cycles.
Theoretical analysis shows that the Tb$^{3+}$ excited $^5D_4$ level (Figure S7 and Table S5, S6). Globally, we can notice a decrease in observed luminescence lifetimes as temperature increases. Because the MCs are embedded in 100 nm polystyrene beads, they may experience different environments that may induce complex interactions. More specifically, we must take into account that MCs located in the core of the beads have less motional freedom and are more protected from interactions with solvent molecules than those located closer to the surface. This could explain why luminescence decays of $^5G_{5/2}$ and $^5D_2$ emitting levels are biexponential. Indeed, luminescence decays are monoeponential for the Sm$^{3+}$ ($\tau_{obs} = 117.1$ µs) and Tb$^{3+}$ ($\tau_{obs} = 1410(1)$ µs) MCs in the solid-state. These observed solid-state lifetimes are longer but close to the corresponding longer lifetime values found for aqueous suspension of [MC:Sm,Tb]@PS/NH$_2$, [MC:Sm]@PS/NH$_2$, and [MC:Sm,Tb]@PS/NH$_2$ beads. 

This nonradiative relaxation is derived from back-transfer to the triplet state of the salicylhydroxamate ligand. The ligand triplet state was previously determined in the solid-state as $E_t = 21,980$ cm$^{-1}$ by the recording of phosphorescence spectra. Intramolecular energy transfers (IET) from ligands states to the Tb$^{3+}$ in [MC:TB]@PS/NH$_2$ were estimated using the theory introduced by Malta et al. The theoretical analysis (Supporting Information) indicates that the sensitization energy comes from the singlet state instead of the triplet one. This process is associated with the energetic positions of these donor states. The $T_1$ state is not in a favorable energetic position (the best acceptor state is $^7F_4 \rightarrow ^5D_4$ with $\Delta E = 1536$ cm$^{-1}$) while $S_l$ is in good resonance with three acceptor states: $^7F_4 \rightarrow ^5H_6$ ($\Delta E = -129$ cm$^{-1}$), $^7F_4 \rightarrow ^5H_8$ ($\Delta E = 407$ cm$^{-1}$), and $^7F_4 \rightarrow ^5H_8$ ($\Delta E = -469$ cm$^{-1}$). Using the selection rules on the quantum number $J$, the last three are allowed for the exchange mechanism while $^7F_4 \rightarrow ^5D_4$ is forbidden by the same mechanism. The $^7F_4$ level is also considered in the calculations due to an abnormally longer lifetime and an important role in the IET process. Once the energy populates Tb$^{3+}$ electronic states by the ligand's $S_l$ level, the population in higher Tb$^{3+}$ states tends to decay non-radiatively until reaching the emissive level of Tb$^{3+}$ ($^5D_4$). In this process, non-radiative energy losses occur in intermediate energy levels through a backward energy transfer to $T_1$. This process happens when populations reach the $^7G_5$ and $^7G_6$ levels, donating back the energy to the ligand $T_1$ state with a rate in the order of $8 \times 10^7$ s$^{-1}$ in pathways involving the $^5G_{5/2} \rightarrow ^5F_{5/2}$ transitions (which is also dominated by the exchange mechanism). Indeed, another study demonstrated that the Tb$^{3+}$-ligand triplet energy transfer is an effective channel for Tb$^{3+}$ thermal emission dependence, with a lower energy emissive state ($^5G_{5/2} \rightarrow ^5H_4$), having a larger energy difference with the ligand triplet state with a forward IET rate of $1.9 \times 10^9$ s$^{-1}$, is therefore less prone to back energy transfer ($\approx 70$ s$^{-1}$) thus explaining its temperature-constant luminescence lifetimes.

The performance of this novel generation of [MC:Sm,Tb]@PS/NH$_2$ thermometer as an aqueous suspension has been compared to other nanothermometers incorporating two different visible-emitting Ln$^{3+}$ ions (Table S2). The [MC:Sm,Tb]@PS/NH$_2$ beads analyzed in the physiological temperature range exhibit comparable performances to most of solid-state ratiometric thermometers (Table S2). Some systems, however, including MOFs and nanoparticles, offer higher sensitivity, but they are bulk solid-state materials that require proper miniaturization and surface functionalization before being used for biological applications. Moreover, in such materials thermal sensing mechanism is usually governed by the energy transfer between different Ln$^{3+}$. The described ratiometric thermometer was prepared as [MC:Sm,Tb] within PS/NH$_2$ nanobeads to confer biocompatibility, however, we confirmed that sensitization and emission processes in this system follow the behaviors of discrete molecular units. This is an innovative approach to create biologically compatible Ln$^{3+}$-based thermometers and provides another avenue for future applications such as cellular thermal imaging.

In summary, the mixed Sm$^{3+}$-Tb$^{3+}$ [MC:Sm,Tb]@PS/NH$_2$ system behaves as a ratiometric luminescent molecular thermometer with $S_l$ of 1.9% K$^{-1}$ at 328 K and is an effective nanothermometer for the physiological temperature regime with $\partial T$ measured $<0.045$ K at 328 K. This is among the most sensitive visible emission-based nanothermometers of any type in the physiological range and is especially notable for being molecular-based and water-stable. These properties are highly promising in respect to temperature sensitivity and precision while opening the possibility for enhanced spatial resolution. Taking into account that several families of photostable, visible- and NIR-emitting Ln$^{3+}$-based MCs have been created, future work will examine in greater details the thermometric potential of these molecules following the strategy suggested herein.

This study performed with MCs constitutes a broader demonstration of the effectiveness of a Ln$^{3+}$-based molecular approach to nanothermometry. As opposed to Ln$^{3+}$-doped solid-state compounds, molecules possess a uniform environment surrounding each luminescent cation.

![Figure 4. Integrated emission signals of Sm$^{3+}$ ($^5G_{5/2} \rightarrow ^5H_{6,8}$) and Tb$^{3+}$ ($^5D_4 \rightarrow ^7F_J$) in [MC:Sm]@PS/NH$_2$, [MC:Tb]@PS/NH$_2$, and [MC:Sm,Tb]@PS/NH$_2$ samples normalized to the average integrated intensity.](doi.org/10.1002/chem.202003239)
consistent emitting processes and thus reduce uncertainty related to each measurement.

In addition to the nanometer sizes of these novel thermometers, MC molecules are also relatively easy to modify using the wealth of chemical techniques with a limited synthetic effort. Such high level of tunability could lead to the improvement of Ln\textsuperscript{3+} sensitization and thermometric sensitivity,[34] control the thermometrically effective enhance solubility, or even promote cellular uptake or binding via appendages such as antibodies.[35]
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